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Basics & non-MediaWiki things

● Always keep software up to date
● If something uses a password, use a strong password
● Follow standard best practises (e.g. Don’t run your 

webserver as root)
● TLS!
● etc



Isolate from the Internet
Services that don’t need to be directly accessible from the internet should be 
firewalled.

In particular, memcached and elasticsearch are insecure in their default configs. 
These are optional (but common) dependencies of MediaWiki.



File system permissions for MediaWiki
PHP should not be allowed to write to any directory that can be served by the web 
server except for images/. This ensures that if a flaw is discovered allowing a file 
to be created by a malicious user with a user controlled name, it cannot be trivially 
turned into code execution by writing out a PHP file.

The webserver of course has to be able to write to the images directory for 
uploads. The webserver should be configured to disable php (and other scripting 
languages) in this directory.



Image uploads
● For best security, host on an entirely separate domain
● For second best, use a subdomain
● MediaWiki has filtering code for uploads. Sometimes people want to disable 

that to let users upload things like HTML documents. Do not do that unless 
you totally trust your users.

● Disable all server side scripting languages in the upload directory (As defense 
in depth in case MediaWiki upload filters have a bug in them)



Site Javascript
● Assume anyone with the editinterface right can basically take over any 

account
● $wgRawHtml is a dangerous setting. Only use it if you truly trust everyone
● User scripts/gadgets/site JS is probably one of the more common vectors for 

XSS. Be aware of the risks of enabling this feature
● Extension:Widgets is a popular extension. It is easy to screw up parameter 

handling in Widgets and give yourself an XSS. Many of the common widgets 
people use have XSS vulnerabilities. Review widgets carefully



Read restrictions
● Be very careful when using extensions that promise partial read restrictions.

○ Cache pollution issues are often overlooked by such extensions
○ Also need to verify that other extensions don’t leak info the read restriction extension tries to 

hide (e.g. Things like Special:Ask)
○ In particular, anything that allows people to edit some pages despite being view restricted on 

others should be met with caution

● Generally having only logged in users being able to read, with a small number 
of pages whitelisted for reading is safe

● If your wiki is really sensitive, I would recommend putting all of MediaWiki 
behind some sort of external (to MediaWiki) authorization system



Choosing extensions
● Extensions vary wildly in quality and security.
● Installing a poorly written extension is probably the most common cause of 

MediaWiki insecurity
● Roughly speaking, it is better to go with extensions made by well known 

people or used on well known sites
● Ultimately the only way to know if an extension is “secure” is to have a 

security person audit it. Which is hard, as often server admins lack the 
expertise to do this

● Phan-taint-check-plugin can help somewhat… (Next slide)



phan-taint-check
● Phan-taint-check is an experimental program to check extensions for various 

security issues
● It can detect certain types of injection attacks such as XSS and Sql-injection
● There are many things it cannot detect
● There are also things that confuse it and cause false positives
● Currently it has some obnoxious dependencies (precisely php 7.0). This will 

hopefully change in future versions
● Use by doing:

○ composer require --dev mediawiki/phan-taint-check-plugin
○ ./vendor/bin/seccheck-mwext



phan-taint-check example
Consider the following Special Page code:

class SpecialHelloWorld extends SpecialPage {

    public function execute( $sub ) {

            $out = $this->getOutput(); // Line 3

            $name = $this->getRequest()->getVal( "name", "Somebody" ); // Line 4

            $dbr = wfGetDB( DB_SLAVE ); // Line 5

            $userId = (int)$dbr->selectField( 'user_id', 'user', "user_name = '$name'" ); // 6  

            $out->addHtml( "Hello <b>$name</b>, you are user #$userId." ); // Line 7

    }

}



phan-taint-check example
Running ./vendor/bin/seccheck-mwext on the previous fragment:

● ./src/SpecialHelloWorld.php:6 SecurityCheck-SQLInjection Calling method 
\Wikimedia\Rdbms\Database::selectField() in 
\MediaWiki\Extension\BoilerPlate\SpecialHelloWorld::execute that outputs 
using tainted argument $[arg #3]. (Caused by: ./src/SpecialHelloWorld.php 
+4)

● ./src/SpecialHelloWorld.php:7 SecurityCheck-XSS Calling method 
\OutputPage::addHTML() in 
\MediaWiki\Extension\BoilerPlate\SpecialHelloWorld::execute that outputs 
using tainted argument $[arg #1]. (Caused by: 
../../includes/OutputPage.php +2367) (Caused by: 
./src/SpecialHelloWorld.php +4)



Questions?
Useful links:

● Security for server admins: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:Security
● Security for MediaWiki core & extension developers: 

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Security_for_developers
● These slides: 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jd7jt0YDfcdau73FES0kflt9mS6DtZJyMj3N7BZeHgQ/edit?usp=sharing

About Me:

● I work on the Wikimedia Security Team. I can be reached at 
bwolff@wikimedia.org

● Looking for help? Check out the #mediawiki irc channel on irc.freenode.net
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